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THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH

LEE ARTHUR
DAHLBERG
Lee Arthur Dahlberg was born in Amelia Island , Florida. He grew up surrounded by creativity,

inspired by his mother and grandmother who were ballerinas and Broadway stage performers. From
a very young age Lee was heavily influenced by his amazing role models always helping to build the

sets and preforming on stage.  Lee’s imagination was free to roam and was fully expressed in
countless productions throughout his childhood. 

    His painting career launched with his first series “Collisions” at Art Basel in 2002. This series
was a visualization of his poetry with each piece telling a story from head to foot. “Collisions

are where thought, meets picture, meets paint...the collision of the three.”  This collection
showed for 4 years and contains over 100 pieces in the series. 

    Lee’s love for building furniture and design brought him to a new chapter in his creative
career.  He created a studio called “YouSonofaBench”.  It was here he began creating a

dynamic style of art and furniture that consisted of repurposed and reclaimed materials.
“Using found items and whatever nature provides makes my designs organic expressions of

art...the rough metal mixed with emotional imagery creates my Industrial-Pop Art.”
    

This brings us to his latest series...“Amer-Iconic” where he merges two Iconic & Americana
images. Lee then bonds the new image to classic auto parts & reclaimed road signs creating
his Industrial-Pop-Art. This series has created an important impact in Lee’s artistic career,

bringing him the opportunity to premier along side Romero Britto & being hung in The Andy
Warhol Museum. 

    

Lee Dahlberg uses old & reclaimed materials & gives them a second life wrapped in new ideas.  
This year marks the 12th Art Basel that Lee Arthur Dahlberg has shown his pieces.
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Artist Lee Arthur Dahlberg, “Victory is a Breeze”, 
Marilyn Monroe’s famous up-skirt merged the VOJ Day

kiss capture at Times Square 

1960 Ford F-100 hood, Height 44inches by Width
72inches, 2019, USA, 
$8,888

Artist Lee Arthur Dahlberg ,"Tan like there's no tomorrow",
The Coopertone baby merged with Einstein. Bikini swimwear

was named so due to testing the atomic bomb on the Bikini

Islands. The designer thought the impact might be the same

on society as it was shocking for the times of the day. 
Height 36inches by Width 57inches

1968 Cutlass Supreme trunk lid, 2019, USA, 
$8 888
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Artist Lee Arthur Dahlberg 
“I Want You to be Evel” 
Uncle Sam & Evel Knievel Uncle Sam
said, ”I want you” & I added Evel to
sound like “Evil” 
Height 54inches by Width 50inches
1968 Chevelle Hood, 2019, USA,

 $8,888

Artist Lee Arthur Dahlberg  
“Speed McQueen” 
The merging of fast things,

Steve McQueen & Speed Racer. 

Height 64inches by Width 56inches,
1977 Bumble Bee Camaro stripped
hood, 2019, USA, 

$8,888

Artist Lee Arthur Dahlberg 
“The Dali Lama” 
Salvador Dali & The Dalai Lama

Merging the two creates the perfect

blend of spirituality and art.

Height 54inches by Width 50inches
1968 Chevelle hood 2019, USA, 

$8,888



THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH

G STAKIS
The origins of G-STAKIS's professional career began at the
age of 19 when he moved from his home town Boca Raton

to the island of Rhodes, Greece. There he lived with the
monks of Ios Nicholas Monastery as they taught him the

2,000 year old techniques of Byzantine Art. After two
years of rigorous training and disciplined living, he was
ordained an iconographer giving him the title of his two

childhood heroes, Leonardo Da Vinci and Michael Angelo. 
He would learn a lot from the monks and their way of

living, not just about art, but life and the important values
and morals he would carry with him throughout life.

Perhaps the best lesson he would learn, would be that of
telling a story through art and cultivating the imagination

to bring art from idea to form.
Today he continues his studies of philosophy, scriptures

and ancient mythologies to better enhance his art and
understanding for life. His work is sprinkled with hidden

symbols and allegories to give it an extra flair of
craftsmanship and deeper meaning.

 



Artist G Stakis "The Kiss", 
Acrylic on collage

30'' x 40'' 2022, GREECE, $2500

 Artist "Kissed A Girl", 
Acrylic on canvas

48'' × 60'' 2021, GREECE, $5600

THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH
CURATED "BOLD DREAMS" BRIGHT POP ART

Artist G Stakis "Kingpin", 
Mixed Media, Spray, Acrylic on

collage, Resin finish
30'' x 40'' 2022, GREECE, $2500

https://www.artsy.net/artist/king-redd
https://www.artsy.net/artist/king-redd


THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH

KING REDD
G.J Pierre also known as king redd is an Afro-Caribbean artist born on the

small island of St.Croix in the mid 80’s . When he was three he came to the
states and settled in Miami with other family members . 

 

Growing up as the youngest of 5 , his single mother raised him as best she
could , bestowing upon him old fashioned values along with things like

comic books and game consoles to hold his attention and keep him off the
streets . It is from his upbringing as well as the life around him that he

draws his artistic inspiration. He started by drawing superheroes ,
eventually graffiti and kept a sketch book with him always . In his early

20’s he turned his love of art into a profession as a tattoo artist and kept
that up for 12 years . 

 

In early 2017 he met a few instrumental people In his transition from
tattoo artist to visual artist. One of them being David Lebatard (LEBO) a

well known miami artist who invited him to his studio in which the fire was
lit . LEBO was encouraging and this led to Pierre completing his first

painting in April of that year.  
 

Pierre has also gone on to show  and sell work at Wynwood shop a popular
boutique in the art district as well as a mural curated by LEBO at the

Confidante hotel . This fairly new but ambitious artist has done a lot and
will continue to pursue a promising career in art . Stay tuned and watch

this artist grow into an artist that we will all eventually know. 



Artist King Redd 
“Gummie Bears” 

Height 48inches x Width 48inches,
2022, USA, $5,000
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Artist King Redd 
“Rubber Ducks” 

Height 48inches x Width 48inches,
2022, USA, $5,000



King Redd "Pop Bang Wow", 
Acrylic on canvas
48 × 36 × 1 in | 121.9 × 91.4 × 2.5 cm
 2022, USA, $4500

THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH
CURATED "BOLD DREAMS" BRIGHT POP ART

King Redd "What's Out There", 
Acrylic on canvas
48 × 36 × 1 in | 121.9 × 91.4 × 2.5 cm
2022, USA, $5600

King Redd "Anything is Possible", 
Acrylic on canvas
24 × 24 × 1 in | 61 × 61 × 2.5 cm 
2022, USA, $1000

https://www.artsy.net/artist/king-redd
https://www.artsy.net/artist/king-redd
https://www.artsy.net/artist/king-redd


THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH

DREAM OF DESIRE
It all started eight years ago after working with Brendan , after leaving

saint Tropez for Miami. Thibault (Thibo) was pursuing his dream to
take a dent in the fashion world , creating his brand 'Dream of Desire'
alongside childhood friend Flow , Thibo was finally able to express his

outlook on life through art and clothing .
Thibo got his foot in the door when artist and painter Brendan Murphy

offered him a job has his assistant for Brendan’s start up clothing
brand that was mixing art and sports.  Brendan mentored Thibo into

expending his skills as a painter, and designer ...
Down the road, Thibo was able to advance his experience and skill set

as an assistant stylist for Milan Vukmirovic . Milan gave Thibo an
opportunity to see deeper into his desire to build the dream he had to

make a streetwear brand that fuse art and fashion . This creative
relationship is still adamant today ,

Fast forward, today, Dream of Desire has dived head first into the
fashion world . Thibo has been involved in professional photoshoots

for leaders in the fashion industry , he has developed his brand
beyond only clothing to include acrylic paintings and stencils work ,

and his desire never faded and the dream never lost ...the story in the
clothing represents the raw emotions of a rebel which cause is to

never gave up on his dream. 
 



Artist Dream of Desire
“Bad Habits” 

Height 60'' x Width 36inches, 2019,
FRANCE, $5,000

THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH
CURATED "BOLD DREAMS" BRIGHT POP ART

Artist Dream of Desire 
“Unwritten” 

Height 60'' x Width 36inches, 2019,
FRANCE, $5,000
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Artist Dream of Desire 
“#5” 
Height 40'' x Width 40'', 2018, 

FRANCE, $3,500

Artist Dream of Desire 
“Rarely Sorry” 

Height 36'' x Width 36'', 2018,
FRANCE, $3,000

Artist Dream of Desire 
“Rise Above” 

Height 36'' x Width 36'', 2019,
FRANCE, $2,500



THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH
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Artist Dream of Desire 
“Break Boundaries” 
Height 36'' x Width 60'', 2020, 

FRANCE, Inquire Pricing In Person

Artist Dream of Desire 
“Pleasure” 
Height 36'' x Width 60'', 2020, 

FRANCE, Inquire Pricing In Person
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Artist Dream of Desire 
“Unfallen Kingdom” 
Height 48'' x Width 36'', 2018, 

FRANCE, $1750 

Artist Dream of Desire 
“"Pressure Makes Diamonds” 
Height 48'' x Width 36'', 2021, 

FRANCE, $1750



“SKEL” is the alias for Artist Jason Skeldon, originally from Las
Vegas. The artist has resided most of his life in Tampa,Fl. 

Jason has work hanging all over the United States including
Los Angeles,New York, Miami. His art style is influenced by

pop culture and current events used with spray paints, acrylic
and water colors, stencils and resins. Jason’s work can be

seen in his gallery at HARD ROCK CASINO TAMPA, Crown 'n
Bull , Opes Health , The International Mall, Aloft Hotel

Orlando. Some notable clients are Kevin Hart (comedian),
Taylor Swift (singer), Akon (singer), Rashad Evans (MMA), Hulk
Hogan, Phil Heath, Ian Somerhalder (Vampire Diaries), Wade

Boggs (Baseball), Jameis Winston (Football). 

Jason, never went to art school and created his own style of
art through trial and error with multiple mediums. Influencers
are Banksy (artist), Walt Disney, and Warren Buffet. Notable

collabs with MCM, Bulleit Frontier Whiskey, Nike ,Neiman
Marcus, Lamborghini and much more..

THE GABRIEL SOUTH BEACH

SKEL
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Artist Jason Skeldon "King & Queen", 
Acrylic on canvas, Resin
36'' × 48''
 2019, USA, $3200

Artist Jason Skeldon "Prince Forever", 
Acrylic on canvas, Resin
36'' × 48''
 2018, USA, $2700

Artist Jason Skeldon "My Block", 
Embellished Print, Diamond Dust,
Acrylic Paint 30'' × 50''
 2016, USA, $1800



Artwork by Florencia Clement de Grandprey

Maxence Doytier
Chief Art Curator 
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Artwork by Florencia Clement de Grandprey


